PIXL Maths App and PIXL Times Tables App
As a school we support our students by investing in PIXL resources. Below
are 2 Apps that students can download on their SMART phones or tablets.
The login details for both Apps are the same and are given below.
Spending time on these Apps will make a big difference to your child’s
progress in Mathematics so please encourage them to use them.
PIXL Maths App

PIXL Times Tables App

This App allows your child to practice This
App
is
really
topics within Mathematics that they are straightforward to use and is
struggling on and get instant feedback.
focused on Times Table
practice.
There is also a daily challenge they can
try.
If your child is struggling with
their Times Tables or just
Their teacher will be able to answer any wants access to some fun
questions they have about how to use the games to practice them this
App.
App is great.

School ID: me904
User ID:
e.g. Ben Cook
→ bcook or cookben
Ask your teacher if you can’t
log in.
Password: password
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